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The approach of Canada’s Government to Insite, North
merica’s first safer injecting facility (SIF) (Wood, Kerr,
yndall, & Montaner, 2008), is one manifestation of what
ppears to be the government’s broader hostility to both evi-
ence and human rights in public policy, at least insofar as
hat policy involves the health of people who use illicit drugs.

number of observations are warranted in this regard.
As noted in the Commentary by Wood et al. (2008),

hile refusing to grant Insite anything more than a 6-month
xtension of the legal exemption from Canada’s drug laws,
he federal health minister also stated that he would not
ntertain any applications for exemptions to establish addi-
ional safer injection sites. Setting aside the legal question
f whether he thereby impermissibly fettered his discretion
priori, contrary to basic administrative law principles of

rocedural fairness, this is an astonishing stance — a health
inister declaring that he would not facilitate the delivery of

ealth services to some of those who are most marginalized
nd suffer disproportionately from morbidity and mortality,
otwithstanding what the evidence of need and of efficacy
ight be in support of a given proposal to address local

ealth needs. That this declaration was made in the face of an
xtensive body of peer-reviewed scientific evidence indicat-
ng significant benefits for both individual and public health

akes it all the more troubling.
While the minister (paradoxically) declares the need for

ore evidence before making decisions about the future of
Please cite this article in press as: Elliott, R., Adrift from the moorings
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nsite or other such facilities, the government also appears to
e illegitimately moving the goal posts. Among the new areas
f research of interest to the government is whether SIFs lead
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o reductions in crime. The underlying suggestion, implicit
s well in numerous public comments by government repre-
entatives, has been that failure to show a link between Insite
nd a reduction in crime will be a basis on which to discon-
inue its legal exemption. SIFs are health facilities aimed at
chieving individual and public health benefits; they do not
eek to reduce crime, although this could be a welcome side
enefit in some cases. To deem SIFs a failure if they do not
educe crime is akin to concluding that a hospital emergency
oom should be closed for failing to prevent injuries caused
y drunk driving. As an aside, it should be noted that the
xisting evaluation of Insite addressed this question to some
egree, showing that there had been no increase in crime in
he neighbourhood (Wood, Tyndall, Lai, Montaner, & Kerr,
006). However, the question itself subordinates health policy
o criminal justice objectives unjustifiably and unnecessarily.

This dynamic appears to be at play in the Canadian Gov-
rnment’s policy more generally, with Insite serving as one
igh-profile flashpoint. Previously, Canada’s Drug Strategy
ad as its stated central aim “to ensure that Canadians can
ive in a society increasingly free of the harms associated
ith problematic substance use” (Government of Canada,
005). That strategy incorporated “four pillars”: preven-
ion of problematic drug use, treatment of drug dependence,
aw enforcement to reduce the supply of drugs, and harm
eduction measures “to limit possible secondary effects of
ubstance use, such as the spread of HIV/AIDS and Hepati-
is C.” In addition, a national, multi-year, multi-stakeholder
onsultative process led by Health Canada and the Cana-
ian Centre on Substance Abuse developed a new national
of good public policy: Ignoring evidence and human rights, Int J

ramework for reducing the drug-related harms, released in
005, underscoring the importance of harm reduction mea-
ures in Canada’s strategy to deal with drugs (Health Canada

CCSA, 2005). Yet in 2007, the Government of Canada
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eplaced this approach with a new “National Anti-Drug Strat-
gy”, committing almost CAN$64 million over two years to
strategy that consists of only three of these pillars, com-

letely omitting any support for harm reduction (Government
f Canada, 2007). A third of that funding is dedicated directly
o law enforcement, and some of the funds allocated under
he rubric of “treatment” are to be directed as well to law
nforcement actors such as the Royal Canadian Mounted
olice (RCMP).

This short shrift given to basing public policy on sound
cientific evidence raises at least two human rights concerns.
irst, under the International Covenant on Economic, Social
nd Cultural Rights, Canada has a legal obligation, commen-
urate with available resources, to take steps to realise over
ime the right of everyone to the “highest attainable stan-
ard of physical and mental health”, including those steps
necessary for . . . the prevention, treatment and control” of
pidemics (such as HIV and hepatitis C virus), and the steps
ecessary to “assure to all medical service and medical atten-
ion the event of sickness” (United Nations, 1966). The Public
ealth Agency of Canada estimates that, in the mid-1990s,
ver one third of new HIV infections were among people
ho inject drugs. Likely in part because of harm reduction

nitiatives, this has declined to an estimated 14% of new
nfections in 2005 (PHAC, 2006). Hepatitis C is transmit-
ed primarily through the sharing of needles and other drug
quipment (Health Canada, 2006). Hence the importance of
ealth services, such as SIFs, that evidence indicates reach
ome of those most in need of accessible medical services
nd reduce the harms associated with unsafe drug injection
uch as infection with these blood-borne viruses. In addition
o the obligation “to move as expeditiously and effectively as
ossible” toward the goal of realising the highest attainable
tandard of health, international law also contains a presump-
ion against “any deliberately retrogressive measures in that
egard”, which “would require the most careful considera-
ion” (United Nations, 1990). Policies that “are likely to result
n bodily harm, unnecessary morbidity and preventable mor-
ality” are in breach of the obligation to realise the highest
ttainable standard of health (United Nations, 2000). Deliber-
te decisions by Canada’s Government to abandon financial
r policy support for proven health-protecting measures – or
orse, to impede the delivery of such services by withdrawing
legal framework that facilitates them – run counter to

anada’s international human rights obligations.
Please cite this article in press as: Elliott, R., Adrift from the moorings
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Second, the government’s pattern of conduct disregarding
he evidence about effective health services for people who
se illicit drugs raises a prima facie case of discrimination.
tigma against “drug abusers” is widespread and pervasive.
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he principle of non-discrimination is central in interna-
ional human rights law, underpinning and running through
he enjoyment of all other human rights. Under Canadian
aw, specifically, discrimination based on drug dependence
s prohibited as a form of discrimination based on disabil-
ty (Pearshouse, Elliott, & Csete, 2006). To the extent that
he government refuses to take the necessary steps to facili-
ate ongoing and expanded access to evidence-based health
ervices that protect and promote the health of people with
ddictions (e.g., SIFs), favouring instead a criminal pro-
ibition on drug possession that impedes access to health
ervices, it not only hinders the realisation of the right to
ealth but does so in a discriminatory fashion, disadvantaging
hose who are already most vulnerable.
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